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Oxford Botley Curtains
We are specialist in curtain making for the last 12 years.
We are UK fabric supplier that specialises in designer fabrics; our
range is so extensive that we are able to offer a design and price
to suit all pockets. You now have access to the best selection of
accessories and curtain textiles in the UK.
As a leading supplier of curtain textiles in the UK, we have the
knowledge and discernment to help you choose the best fabric for
your curtains. Available in many fashionable and unique designs
curtain fabric will be perfect for any style of window dressing.
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Typical Curtain Heading
Styles

When choosing custom drapery there are many styles to choose from including Ripplefold or several
pleats that give you the accent and fullness that you desire. Curtains can totally transform the look
and feel of a room, follow this handy guide to buying the right style and design for your needs.
Headings of curtains should always be handmade not out of a box if you want to achieve a luxurious
look. The heading is the entity that tailors the curtain and make it looks sharp, purposeful and chic
and this is usually done with a Buckram fabric that is sewn into the top of a curtain. These are typical
curtain heading styles.

Pencil Pleat

Tab Top

Heading

Heading

Heading

Heading

Pencil pleat is the traditional
standard heading for curtains
and valances. A 7.5 cm (3”) tape
is used with three hook positions
to suit all types of track and pole.
Curtains are supplied un-pulled
for you to gather to the required
width. This curtain style in sheer
fabric is perfect for a family room
with large glass windows or doors,
particularly when sunlight is
flooding indoors.

Tab top curtains are just like they
sound - curtains with tabs or
loops. The rod slips into each loop
and viola and your curtains are
hung. Typically tab top curtains
are used in casual spaces such
as dens, kids rooms, or college
dorms, but they can work in a
variety of spaces. They look great
in a sheer, billowy fabric and result
in deeper folds in the curtain.
As the curtain hardware is very
exposed, it’s important to invest
in high quality poles and finials.

A decorative alternative for curtain
poles, eyelet headings are suitable
for all curtain fabrics. Eyelet
curtains are easy to hang and can
only be used with curtain poles.
This type of curtain is informal
and have a contemporary, almost
industrial feel. Curtains with eyelet
headings give large, even and
naturally soft folds. This type of
heading doesn’t require as much
fabric and is great for showing
off prints.
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Goblet Pleat

Pinch Pleat

Standard Gather

Heading

Heading

Heading

Goblet is a formal, hand made
heading style. Like pinch pleat
heading, goblet heading uses
more fabric and is fuller than
pencil pleat heading. The pleats
are sewn-in and are permanetly
fixed for a more luxurious,
tailored look. These goblet pleated
curtains are the most formal of
all the styles, with a cylindrical
cuff that resembles a wine glass.
These curtains are usually seen in
grand or traditional rooms with
high ceilings.

There are a plethora of pleated
curtain types but one of the most
popular types is the pinch pleat.
This is a decorative heading for
curtains, suitable for all fabrics.
Pinch pleats use more fabric
and are fuller than pencil pleats.
The pleats are hand-sewn in
and permanently fixed for more
luxurious, tailored look. This style
is typically seen in traditional
homes; however, lately it has been
gaining popularity among more
contemporary styles.

Standard gather heading is a
traditional yet informal style
which ideally suits curtains with
a shorter drop. The amount of
gather required is the same as
pencil pleat heading. This heading
an be used with tracks or poles
and has one row of pockets for
the curtain hooks. This style of
curtain is a cross between a pinch
pleat and a pencil pleat. Ideal for
bedrooms
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Types of Lining
When considering fabric for window treatments, drapery lining is not the first fabric that comes to
mind. However, drapery lining can be the “magic” ingredient to well-crafted, professionally made
draperies which will allow your window treatment to last for many years. The curtain lining fabric will
be chosen to compliment the main curtain fabric. Interlining is very important to use if you are using silk or you require a robust look to your drapery. Curtains will always last longer and look more
scrumptious and scrupulous when lined and interlined.

Standard lining
Standard lining is a cotton and
polyester sateen. It has a ‘solprufe’ coating which prevents
fading and sun damage. This
lining will improve the drape of
your curtains, creating a more
substantial, fuller look.

Blackout lining
The blackout lining means that
no light will pass through the
fabric itself. Blackout lining also
has thermal qualities, helping to
prevent draughts and minimising the loss of heat, in the same
way that thermal lining works.

Interlining
Interlined curtains have an additional layer of fabric in between the lining and face fabric.
This additional layer is best described as a light blanket. Such
curtains form more rounded,
fuller pleats and have an opulent, sumptuous appearance.
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Dos and don’ts
Good curtains will soften the
look and feel of a room in a way
that no other window treatment
will. Curtains can ‘play’ with the
proportions of a room, frame a
pretty outlook or hide a bad one.
Short curtains will give an
impression of a low ceiling and
a squashed room. This type is not
recomended or should be avoided
instead use blinds where full-lenth
curtains are not possible.

DON’T

DO

Full lenth curtains (can even
drape on the floor) will always
make interior space look finished
and elegant. Position the curtain
pole as high as possible to make
ceilings feel higher. Try and make
the curtain stack about 40cm if
possible either side of the window.

Layering
Any fabric is suitable for layering
– use the sheerest fabric (most
see-through) in the window and
bring fabrics more and more
solid/heavy as you come into
the room. Wool/sheer is beautiful as a sheer. Or layers of
sheer can look superb as it diffuses light as sun comes across
the room creating shadows
throughout the day. Team sheer
curtains with blackout curtains
to provide transparency and
light during the day and privacy
at night.
The acoustics of the room are also
heavily impacted by your window
treatments – the more layers, the
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Curtains or Blinds?
Not all curtains or blinds are made the same - it depends on the mood of interior style you’re
going for. Curtains by default are easily suited to a wider range of styles, as it comes available
in a variety of thicknesses, patterns and colours. For instance, light, sheer curtains are great for
exuding a light, airy mood in a minimalist or Scandinavian interior. Meanwhile, heavier, richer
curtain fabrics in materials like velvet are a better fit for cosy, contemporary styles. However,
blinds are now seeing a revival; more local homes are incorporating this accent in styles like
industrial and Scandinavian, for it’s clean-cut looks which help imbue a sense of structure to
the space. Pure white blinds exude a sort of classic colonial beauty, whilst wooden Venetian
blinds are great for portraying that ‘hotel’ suite look in a home. Let’s not forget the main point
about having a window covering - blocking out light. Once again, curtains come up tops in terms
of light coverage, especially thick, blackout curtains made of heavier materials like brocade or
suede. While curtains may be great at keeping light at bay, they, unfortunately, don’t do much for
controlling the amount of light filtering through. Blinds and curtains can be mixed and used in
different rooms acordingly.

Vertical
The classic design perfect for use
anywhere in your home – from the
living room to the conservatory –
or in home office, vertical blinds
offer pure privacy and also
filter light very effectively. Glare
reduction materials make them
great for south-facing windows
which feature in a room where
you’ll be undertaking a lot of
written or computer-based work.
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Pleated

Panel

Pleated blinds are ideal for
injecting a stylish and modern
feel to your room. They are made
of honeycomb or concertina folds
of fabric that tuck away neatly
or extend out when you pull the
cord or tab to raise the blinds or
lower them. This type of blinds
would be ideal for kitchens,
guest bathrooms or home office.

Used also as room dividers, panel
blinds offer a contemporary take
on blinds that can add an extra
level of colour and dimension
to a room. Patterned panels act
as the most ideal form of this
type of blind as they then can
also act as a centrepiece of your
room, not just a blind. ideal to
cover tall and wide windows to
offer some privacy on demand.
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Venetian

Roman

Roller

Venetian blinds are great for
controlling and filtering the
amount of light into a room for
your needs. Made of real or faux
wood slats that tilt to control light
levels and come with a varying
choice of slat width to further
control light. Wooden blinds do
not go well in bathrooms, where
they are apt to pickup the moisture
in time, but faux wood blinds can
withstand this easily. Venetian
blinds ideal to compliment
rustic style and small windows.

A more luxurious option, Roman
blinds are great for rooms that
can get cold or chilly. They are
raised and lowered by a chain you
can personalise, and feature soft
folds of fabric available in different
styles, patterns or materials. But
because of their fabric design, it
is worth noting that they don’t
work well in bathrooms, where
they are prone to damp. However,
they are ideal in living rooms,
kitchens and bedrooms where
a sophisticated touch is needed.

A straightforward approach, roller
blinds do what they say and are
one of the most popular blind
types because of it. Essentially a
sheet that rolls up and down the
space of your window, you can
craft your blind from a variety
of fabrics for your own special
touch, and adorn them with
elegant patterns to make them
stand out. They work well in all
environments to complement
your room and provide full
privacy and lighting adjustment.

Useful to know
The most popular option is roman blinds as it can add luxury to your living or bedroom spaces.
The options are limitless when it comes to adding an edge or trim to a roman blind. A pom pom
along the bottom can take a simple blind and make it truly unique. A contrasting edge on each
side or along the bottom can help you coordinate a plain blind with the rest of your furnishings
and interior style.
Blind pelmets are normally used if a blind is to sit outside the recess and therefore the customer
wants to completely hide the mechanism or just add an additional feature. When we talk about
blind pelmets there is not a frill in sight. We are talking stylish, simple and beautiful. There tend
to be two main pelmet options: 1 flop over pelmets and 2 essex board hard pelmets.
Flop over pelmets are attached to the blind and simply comprise an additional section of fabric at
the top that helps to hide the stitching along the track (although the track may still be seen from
the side/top).
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Curtain Poles vs Tracks

Curtain poles offer multiple hanging options, with the choice of rings and gliders, and the ability to fit
eyelet curtains. In comparison, curtain tracks are minimal, practical and bend at a tighter radius. They
are suitable for all types of headings, excluding tab and eyelet fit. If you’re looking for an alternative to
eyelets, Wave is a great option. While curtain tracks offer a discrete look, curtain poles can be accessorised to make a statement. Tracks are suitable for any type of fixing, whereas poles with rings are
generally not appropriate for top fixing. Eyelets aren’t the best option for bay windows unless you opt
for multiple curtains, as the eyelets can’t pass the brackets. The majority of curtain tracks tend to run
smoother than poles due to their roller gliders.

Poles
Curtains can be fixed to a curtain pole using rings and gliders,
or around the pole with eyelets.
Poles with rings are a traditional
way to hang curtains and require manual opening. They can
be trickier to draw as the rings
run across the pole, but you
can attach draw rods to help.
Poles with gliders offer smoother operation and can either be
uncorded (hand drawn) or corded for ease of use. Both options
are ideal for drawing heavier
curtains thanks to their smooth
movement. Corded poles and
tracks are easily operated with
a pull-cord, meaning you won’t
have to handle the curtain. This
means they are ideal for hanging
delicate fabrics and heavier curtains. Uncorded designs keep
the focus on the curtains, offering a more modern style. What if
you have two sets of curtains to
hang? Layering up curtains adds
a stylish look to a room and is
easy to achieve with a double
curtain track system. This is a
track that has two channels to
hang two layers of curtains.
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Pelmets
Curtain pelmets are decorative
boards that hide curtain
installation details. There are
many different types of curtain
pelmets available. Curtain pelmets
can suit any kind of room, can
be fixed to any kind of window
having different shapes and be
applied in different lengths for
different sized windows in the
same room. They can be straight,
curved, can have ornamentation
or plain. Curtain pelmets can be
used for hiding the top edge of the
curtains and any fixtures on which
the curtain is attached. Also, it
helps to control the airflow inside
your room. Hiding your curtain
fixtures behind your pelmets can
also reduce your expenditure on
your curtain fixture equipment.
There are also pelmets with builtin curtain tracks so you can have
a pelmet in your room without
having to buy two separate items.
Curtain pelmets are not used only
for functional purposes though.
You can break the monotony of
single-colored walls, match it
with your furniture to enhance
the theme of your room, create
a frame for your window.

Cornice

Cornices usually refer to decorative
coverings constructed of wood.
They are more architectural in
nature, and are often inspired
by molding. Cornices can be
built into a window frame, or
they can be added to an existing
window by constructing a boxlike structure. Using cornices or
pelmets in your room depends
on the look you want to achieve.
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Tie-backs and Trims
Get playful with all the trimmings

Whenever it is a bullion fringe, tassel trim, braid gimp or matching tiebacks and tassels - all these
luxurious trimmings will add a touch of glamour to your any window treatment. Even if chosen
interor style is contemporary, some tassels and trims can uplift and bring some playfulness to
this style. Try and use contrast or colour complimenting trim and lining, or an inset trim/braid
add to the depth of the window or product of pelmet. Trims are not only for cushions - use the
design language of the room and bring it back to the windows to create cohesion in your design
scheme.
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Fabric Styles and Patterns
Fabric is one of the key considerations when choosing curtains. The fabric you opt for will determine how well your curtains function and last over time. Linen, silk and velvet are great choices
as they tend to hang and drape very well. The colour of curtain you choose should be in harmony
with the style of your home. Each room can have a different colour scheme therefore don’t hang
the same fabric colour throughout your house. You don’t need to have a cushion cover in the
same fabric as your curtains - play with patterns and textures, choose complimenting colours to
give a harmony to the room.
If your interior is modern style you should avoid choosing William Morris fabric patterns. Instead
go plain adding some trims or look for geometric and abstract patterns. Same rule applies to
traditional style interiors - here you can choose flowery, chinoiserie or organic patterns. In bedrooms colours and patterns can be calmer, where living spaces can be more brave and colourful
to spice it up.
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Fabric Choises
Living room
CONSIDER THE IMPACT OF THE FABRIC DESIGN. Large prints and brighter shades tend to look
more contemporary and draw attention – perfect if you want to make a focal point of a beautiful
window. Smaller prints and paler colours will have a subtler, more traditional effect, allowing
other furnishings to take the spotlight.
CHOOSE THE RIGHT WEIGHT FOR YOUR FABRIC. Fabric choice is key: heavier fabrics aren’t just
ideal for colder months or draughty rooms, they will make a living room feel cosy and inviting all
year round. Wispy sheers, by contrast, will filter out bright sunlight in summer but allow light in
during even the greyest of days – ideal for making a north-facing living room feel brighter.
DO YOUR CURTAINS NEED TO PROVIDE PRIVACY. Do you need your living room window
dressings to provide privacy, too? If so, consider matching them with sheer panels, blinds or
shutters; this has the added bonus of creating a luxurious, layered look.
WILL YOUR CURTAINS KEEP OUT THE LIGHT AND COLD. Think about the function of your living
room curtains, as well as what they look like. Is it particularly cold in your living room? If so, lined
curtains will help insulate the room, and work as blackout curtains. If you have a north-facing
living room or if it’s dimly lit you will want to go for light, sheer curtains that diffuse natural light.
WHICH STYLE – CONTEMPORARY OR TRADITIONAL. The rest is down to style. If your living
room is fairly neutral, then you can afford to go for bold patterns and colours, and create a
focal point in your living room. But if you prefer to keep things simple, then opt for colours that
complement your overall colour scheme.
MERGE INDOORS AND OUT. Ideal for both modern living rooms and more traditional spaces,
fabrics inspired by watercolours of forest scenes or nature the ideal option for linking indoors
with the garden. The hand-drawn, digital print on co-ordinated velvets and weaves gives this
fabric a lovely weight, so it hangs perfectly. Large-print fabrics inspired by nature are an interiors
trend that shows no sign of going away.
BRIGHTEN DARK ROOMS WITH DELICATE HUES. If your living room is east- or north-facing, it’s
likely to suffer from a lack of natural daylight. Hanging a pale-coloured curtain fabric can boost
light levels, while a delicate pattern like this will create a restful feel. Picking out the fabric’s
bolder accent colours in cushions and upholstery will give the space a more contemporary finish.
USE VELVET CURTAINS TO ADD LUXURY. Velvet curtains hang beautifully due to their weight,
have a sumptuous sheen and a tactile quality that will give even a small living room window
an opulent feel. Maximise the living room’s light levels by fitting a long enough pole or track to
ensure they pull right back to the edge of the window’s frame when open.
GO FOR RETRO STYLE. Want to draw attention to a large window or beautiful view? A bold print
at your windows will give your living room a focal point.
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COORDINATE WITH A SMART STRIPE. Stripes are a classic design that are easy to match with
other motifs for a layered scheme. Wider stripes tend to create a more traditional finish; pencil
thin stripes are more contemporary-looking. Multi-coloured designs like this give you lots of options for updating your scheme in the future – simply pick two or three shades from the design
and echo them in accessories and furniture in different proportions.
ADD A BURST OF COLOUR. Bold living room colour schemes have made a definite comeback,
and an easy way to achieve this is by hanging curtains and sheers in the same strong shade. Put
them in a neutral room to make a feature of the window wall, or match your walls’ paint colour to
the fabric for maximum impact.
DESIGN A TAILORED LOOK. If you want your living room to look smart and formal, choose a
fabric with a graphic repeat design and ensure the curtains finish at floor level rather than drape
down on to it. Pick a wall paint colour that complements rather than contrasts with the curtains
for a tranquil feel.
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Bedroom
Fabric choice is key when looking for bedroom curtain ideas. Light and airy options look lovely
and can provide privacy, but are not effective if you like to sleep in complete darkness, in which
case bedroom blackout curtains might be a better choice. Heavier fabrics such as thick cottons,
slubby linens and rich velvets, especially if lined with blackout fabric, will keep the light at bay as
well as draughts.
WHICH SIZE CURTAINS FOR YOUR BEDROOM WINDOWS. When choosing curtains for a bedroom, consider your window’s shape as well as its size, but factor in the room’s size, too, since
overly bulky curtains will make it feel smaller. If you’ve got a bay window, the curtains will need to
be a little bit wider to fit all the way around, and if you’ve got tall windows, don’t forget to measure the length and choose curtains at least a few inches longer than the window itself. Bear in
mind that floor-length curtains that drape look more relaxed but also more luxurious than those
that just skim the floor.
PATTERNED OR PLAIN BEDROOM CURTAINS. If your bedroom is fairly plain, bold patterns and
colours can add interest and character to the room; if you have brightly patterned bedlinen or
wallpaper, plain curtains will be a calming choice. Bear in mind, too that large motifs tend to look
more contemporary, smaller ones more traditional.
USE CURTAINS TO TIE TOGETHER A COLOUR SCHEME. Curtains are the perfect starting point
for creating a colour scheme in your bedroom. Choose curtains that highlight certain colours
from around the rest of your room.
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LAYER FABRICS FOR A VERSATILE BEDROOM CURTAIN IDEA. Why go for a layered curtain look?
Doing so will create a feeling of luxury, even if you haven’t spent a fortune on the curtains and
blinds. Opt for two curtain types, one solid and one filmy, perhaps, and hang them on separate
or dual poles. The result is a pretty look that filters the light and offers privacy as well as subtle
colour.
CREATE A RELAXED LOOK WITH PALE FABRICS. Bedrooms are the ultimate place to relax in, so
choose bedroom curtain ideas with textures and colours that are going to help create a restful
atmosphere. Don’t shy away from floaty fabrics or light colours – if you want to block out light
you can pair them with a lining made from a heavy or black-out fabric in a pale shade.
EMBRACE PATTERN IN BEDROOM CURTAIN FABRIC. In a neutral scheme, textiles give you
the perfect chance to add a bold print, the perfect solution for anyone wanting to inject a
little interest into a plain room in rented accommodation. Find a bright set of curtains in your
favourite colour or pattern and pick out the colours with the rest of your accessories.
MIX MATERIALS FOR DRAMATIC BEDROOM CURTAIN IDEA. If you love the look of a fabric or
colour, but are wary of using it in one solid block, why not match with a more neutral material in
your bedroom curtains for balance? It’s a brilliant idea for anyone on a budget, too, since you can
use the more expensive material sparingly but to great effect. For a truly unique look opt for a
bespoke service that will allow you to mix and match.
A TWIST ON TRADITIONAL BEDROOM STYLE. If you want to bring a touch of modernity to a
traditional bedroom design, the key is to make sure at least one element of your curtains breaks
the rules a little. You could, for example, go for a traditional pattern in an outlandish colour, or
choose a classic pair of curtains in an unexpected fabric.
NEUTRAL BEDROOM CURTAIN IDEAS CREATE A LAID BACK LOOK. Neutrals give a romantic feel
to a bedroom – and soft pinks, off whites and taupes are also conducive to a calming bedroom
atmosphere. Choosing a fabric that blends with these colours will be an easy way to add the
finishing touch to your bedroom and, lit by bedside lamps at night, it will glow invitingly.
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Kitchen
CAFE CURTAINS. These are one of the most common types of kitchen curtains. They are made
from fabrics like linen, polyester, and sheer. Sometimes made with pleats at the top, cafe curtains are typically hung from rings, with their rods halfway down the window, covering the lower
part. This style was inspired by the way roadside cafes cover their window in the past – hence the
name.
FULL-WINDOW CAFE CURTAINS. This type of cafe curtains that are as long as 45 inches. They
cover the whole window and therefore calm homeowners’ privacy concerns. This type of cafe
curtains is usually hung close to the top or at the top.
SWAG VALANCE. As the name suggests, this type of valance curtains is sophisticated. They are
created by hanging the drapes over the window top, thereby causing the tails to hang down from
both sides. Swag valance is formal in appearance and has a more ornate look than other valance
curtains.
ROMAN SHADES. This popular and best type of shades stacks up evenly into pleats when pulled
up. They are very effective in keeping light out of a room when down. They are mostly made of
wood and/or hard fabric materials. They will give your kitchen a feel of elegance when properly
matched with the kitchen decor colors and styles.
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Bathroom
Roller and Venetian blinds are the most popular as they are easy to install and cost effective.
They are also hardwearing with clean, simple lines that sit flush against the window. Made to
measure will create the perfect fit and many companies offer a free measuring service.
Window shutters are also becoming increasingly popular, as they give full coverage and complete
privacy as well as great light control with easily adjustable louvers of varying sizes. Some fabrics
are specially designed for bathroom use, withstanding moisture, heat and humidity to prevent
the appearance of mould and mildew.
GO FOR A MINIMAL STYLE WITH A ROLLER BLIND. One of the easiest options is a roller blind
and the heat efficiency and moisture resistant properties it makes them an ideal choice for
the bathroom. Their designs can be cut to suit almost every shape of window with a made-tomeasure service that also includes an in-home design consultation, measure and fit.
GO HALFWAY WITH WOODEN SHUTTERS. Many city apartments and period properties have
bathrooms on the ground floor or facing the street, which can leave you rather exposed if the
window isn’t frosted. For the best of both worlds, offering privacy and plenty of natural light,
cover just half the window with shutters.
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Harmony
In your Interior
We believe that everyone deserves a beautiful
home. Home is a place where we can
regenerate, relax and share our best moments
in life. This is the place where we spend the
most of our time with our family and friends
therefore it is important to create a cozy place to
gather. Unity and harmony are the backbones of
any great interior design.
Harmony is the sense that all of the elements of
your design fit together. They may fit the same
theme, aesthetic style or mood. The important
takeaway is that each distinct piece seems to
belong together in some way, even if it is not
identical to anything else.
Unity refers to the repetition of particular
elements throughout your design — whether
they’re colors, shapes or materials — to pull the
look together.
These principles are used to create a sense
of cohesion in the space. Think of how you
can incorporate all the elemants - furniture,
accesories and curtains , not only in each room,
but throughout your house as a whole to
achieve calmnes and pleasure to the eye.
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Inspiration
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When looking to choose curtains for your interior, look for
images that inspire you to identify colours, patterns and fabrics
to help guide your curtain shop
present you with ideal options.

